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FOCUS: LITERATURE

READ BIOGRAPHIES
A Way to Better Living and Learning
Patricia Jean Cianciolo
Professor of Children's Literature
Michigan State University
that is of special interest, too, as s/he
reads the life stories about the people
who have achieved significantly in that
area or were pacesetters in it.

(Editor's Note: l'JRJ has learned that
the American Library Association has
chosen Dr. Cianciolo to chair the 19 78
Newbery and Caldecott A wards Committee. This committee will select the 1978
book and author winners which will be
announced in 1979. Congratulations, Pat,
on a most prestigious honor!)

Guidelines For Selecting Biographies

A well-written biography, whether it is
done in the narrative or factual style,
should provide an interesting "story." In
other words, the subject of the biography
and all who are connected with that
individual should be portrayed as real,
flesh-and-blood people. The personality
traits and emotions should be carefully
and believably delineated. The circumstances and issues under which the subject
lived as well as all the pertinent facts
about him or her should be presented
authentically and in an exciting manner.
These facts must offer the reader a
glimpse of the environment and era in
which the subject lived and must help
him or her grasp the significance of the
subject's accomplishments or the role that
person had regarding a particular event or
time in history. The biographer may include dialogue and/or tell the subject's
thoughts, but these should be based on
such sources as letters, speeches, diary
entries, and interviews. In their attempt
to provide an interesting story and the
sustained dramatic element which are
needed to hold the interest of young
readers, the writers of juvenile biographies often violate these guidelines. Nonetheless, any number of legitimate biographies are available. These biographers did
not have to resort to fictionalized dialogue
or the invention of events and characters
to offer an interesting story. Many of the
contemporary biographers tell their young
readers in the forwards and/or in the
bibliographies what sources were used as
references and served as the basis for any
dialogue or facts included in their biographies. It is important for the reader of the
biography to know that the story of the

Some beautifully detailed, authentic
and personal biographies may be found
among the current biographies addressed
to juvenile readers. The subjects of these
fine biographies lived in the past or are
very much alive today. They tell about
people whose life styles, involvements and
accomplishments are varied and as a body
of literature they pertain to practically
every facet of the human condition. There
are biographies about artists, literary
greats. musicians, sports personalities,
politicians, military leaders, social reformers, stars of stage and screen, pacesetters in journalism, industry and medicine. Oftentimes, the personalities of the
subjects of these biographies and the
worlds in which they live are made vital
and immediate. The life styles, accomplishments and values of these people
may be offered by the au tho rs as exemplary and worth emulating. Contrarywise,
it is not at all uncommon to find juvenile
biographies about people whose frailties
and questionable motivation are so dominant in their make-up that their life
stories constitute examples of how one
should not live and what one should not
do in order to live "a full and good life."
Both kinds of biographies will help young
readers to realize the diversities, am.biguities and paradoxes one is bound to find
existing among people anywhere at anytime. Thus biographies constitute a fine
resource from which one may acquire a
wealth of knowledge about human behavior. One can gain in breadth and depth
of knowledge about aspects of some topic
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subject's life is accurate. They should
realize that writers may indeed vary in
their interpretation of the pertinent facts
but the facts in-and-of-themselves should
be indisputable.
A comment about determining the
readability level and interest factor might
well be offered here. Usually, the younger
the reader and the less competent the
reader the more s/he is in need of and
interested in dialogue and action filled
anecdotes in the biography ( or any other
kind of literature for that matter). The
presence of dialogue and anecdotes not
only affects the readability and interest
levels but they help the account to appear
less like a lesson; that is to say it is more
like a story. Thus a biography that is
written in the narrative style and contains
a generous amount of dialogue and anecdotes in which the subject is involved will
usually be of interest to the less enthusiastic or less accomplished reader. It will
probably be of more interest, too, to a
child who has not read biographies before.
When the reader is more accomplished,
when s/he has had several pleasant experiences reading biographies then s/he will
be more receptive to and capable of reading biographies written in the factual
style. Regardless of the style the biographer uses to tell the life story of his
subject and whatever the facts or opinions
he includes in this story, the juvenile
biography like those written for the
adult reading audience should be based
on reputable resources and documents.

accurate. Biographies offer the reading
teacher an excellent vehicle to teach such
critical reading skills as determining authenticity, distinguishing between fact and
opinion, establishing cause and effect,
interpreting language ideas which are implied and not stated and referring to
various sources to find information that
will prove or disprove a statement or
account. These . and other critical reading
abilities and skills need to be employed as
the young reader appraises the content,
style and form of the factual material and
the persuasive techniques used by the
author in the biography. Such critical
reading activities will prove to be pleasurable and intellectually stimulating experiences for thoughtful readers of biographies. Especially if they read about people
whose life stories are relevant to some
contemporary social issues or problems
or pertain to the concept of pluralistic
values. The teaching of critical reading
abilities such as these should be a very
major part of every elementary and secondary school reading program if the students are to become thoughtful, functioning and participating _citizens. Only a
few biographies can be identified in this
article but those which serve as good
examples among the many which are
actually available for the asking in any
good school or public library are identified below.

Use Biographies to Teach Critical Reading

stitutes the "correct" or "proper" image
of the female is indeed a timely topic
and it is not a question for which one
will find a single answer. Biographies of
women whose life stories serve as commentaries about any and every aspect of
the self-realized woman abound. These
biographies are addressed to students as
young as seven or eight and as old as
eighteen and older.
In the contemporary biographies about
women the image of the "free woman"
that is offered is often associated with
one who exists in an isolation of self concern, who is intelligent and articulate,
who prides herself on being emotionally
undemanding but often seems nonetheless as castrating, who is not dependent
upon a man for financial needs and does
not allow domestic responsibilities to restrict her activities, who is free from

Biographies About Anybody Who Did
Anything
The Self Realized Woman. What con-

Name a contemporary social issue or
problem and in all probability you will
be able to find a biography about someone whose life story offers some insight
into aspects of that issue or problem.
Many times the theme or the point of
view which the subject devoted his time
and efforts to will be addressed to one
side of that issue or to only one way of
resolving that social problem. There is
nothing wrong with an author using the
biography as a vehicle to express his
thoughts on a social issue or problem. It
is very important, however, that the
reader - even juvenile readers - recognize
the persuasive techniques the writer used
to make his or her statements! Furthermore, the reader must determine whether
or not all the pertinent facts presented in
the biography are indeed present and
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restrictions of conventional morality. Because she is determined to do so, she
makes accomplishment (usually a "masculine" accomplishment) a fact.
In the comprehensive biography entitled Frances Perkins; a Member of the
Cabinet, Bill Severn tells how the first
American woman cabinet member overcame the restrictions and prejudices of
her era (the first half of the twentieth
century) to establish herself as an equal
in areas traditionally dominated by men,
namely government, social work, labor
reform and politics. The image of personal freedom the "free woman" described above, is emphasized in this biography
as it is in so many of the contemporary
'biographies about women. The "free
woman" as the dominating personality
prevails in A Mind of Her Own; A Life of
the Writer George Sand by Tamara Hovey,
in Shalom, Golda by Terry Morris and
in Ladies Are Not Expected; Abigail Scott
Duniway and Women's Rights by Dorothy
Nafus Morrison. In each of these biographies the reader can readily see how
these women resisted the mores and
standards of their times, resisted becoming an instrument for other's purposes
and refused to hide their cleverness and
talents; the reader will recognize how
each woman in her own way lived successfully by such standards as honor,
courage and aggression.
Creators of Great Books. One very
effective way to get young people interested in reading quality literature and/or
to help them realize that literature is
written by real people is to introduce
them to the authors and illustrators of
these literary pieces by way of au to biographies or biographies in which their
life stories are told. Fortunately, there is
no paucity of very interesting biographies
(or autobiographies) about the people
who created the literature read by young
people. Readers of the "Little House"
books, popular classics by Laura Ingalls
Wilder, will see that this woman is portrayed as a curious and warm personality
in two publications, namely the carefully
researched and fully documented biography by Donald Zochert entitled Laura;
The Life of Laura Ingalls Wilder and
Roger Lea MacBride's West From Home
which is a compilation of letters Mrs.
Wilder wrote to her husband in 1915
when she went to San Francisco to visit
her daughter. Readers of The Little Prin-

cess and The Secret Garden two long
time classics still much enjoyed by today's
children, will find that a believable and
stirring portrait of their author, Frances
Hodgson Burnett, is present in Happily
Ever After by Constance Buel Burnett.
There are several biographies about Beatrix Potter, creator of such marvelous
personalities as Peter Rabbit, Benjamine
Bunny, Squirrel Nutkin, Jamima Puddleduck and Mrs. Tiggy Winkle. The one that
is especially good for young people is
Nothing Is Impossible by Dorothy Aldis,
so well known for her here-and-now
poetry enjoyed by kindergarten - primary
aged children. A rare glimpse of a truly
accomplished woman, successful wife and
mother as well as pioneer of American
children's book publishing is offered to
readers of the autobiography entitled
Butter at the Old Price by Newbery
Medal winner and former Michigander,
Marguerite de Angeli. Among her literary
accomplishments for children are The
Door in The Wall, Copper-toed Boots
and Thee Hannah!
There are also some inspiring autobiographies and biographies about authors
and illustrators of more contemporary
literature for children and adolescents.
Five autobiographies are especially worthy of note. The book illustrations of
Tom Feelings and Edward Ardizzone are
easily recognizable. The styles of art each
artist employs are very different from
each other, but both artists have enjoyed
international popularity for their illustrations of books for children. In a magnificently illustrated and superbly written
book entitled Black Pilgrimage Tom Feelings tells his version of what it is like to
be a Black man and a Black artist in the
United States. (Two books he illustrated ,
namely Moja Means One: Swahili Counting Book and Jambo Means Hello: Swahili
Alphabet Book were named Caldecott
Medal Honor Books.) One finds in Edward
Ardizonne's partial autobiography entitled The Young Ardizzone an account
filled with pathos and humor. Mr. Ardizzone is known for the illustrations he
prepared for books he wrote himself and
those that were written by other authors.
The beguiling and droll impressionistic
watercolor paintings for such picture
books as The Wrong Side of the Bed and
Little Tim and the Brave Sea Captain are
typical <?f his fine work.
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just the type of reading one will offer
reluctant readers or low achievers. Some
biography series of worth are the "Picture
Life" series, the "Rock'n Pop Stars"
series, the "Sports Superstar" series, a?d
the Crowell biographies. For a selective
and comprehensive annotated listing of
biographies about minority people one
might refer to the latest editions of Reading Ladders for Human Relations and
Adventuring with Books.
I would like to highlight a few of the
really interesting biographies about mino_rity people at this point. The late Mah~h_a
Jackson a majestic spokeswoman for c1V1l
rights a~d "queen of the gospel singers"
is the subject who Jesse Jackson portrays
in a highly readable, full length biography
entitled Noise Unto the Lordi
The life stories of five Black women
who sang at the turn of the twentieth
century are told by Hattie Jones in Big
Star Fallin' Mama. As their stories unfold
one gets an idea of what they knew and
felt about being Black and women; one
also learns a great deal about the unique
kind of music called blues - how it was
sung, what it meant, its evolution as an
expression of the turmoil in the United
States in the midst of social change. A
fine companion volume to Ms. Jones compilation of biographical sketches w?uld
be that written by Studs Terkel, entitled
Giants of Jazz. This is a compilation of
biographical sketches of thirteen of the
greatest jazz musicians. Much of the information offered about each musician
is based on actual iH.terviews with the
artists. Both books are illustrated with
photographs and both contain very fine
discographs.
A unique life story is told by Shizuye
Takashima in A Child in Prison Camp.
Ms. Takashima is a distinguished watercolor artist; her paintings hang in Canada's
museums and major private collections.
Her story is about that part of her childhood when she and her family and thousands of other Japanese people living in
the United States and Canada in 1941
were interred during World War II. This
story of how she and her family struggled
to maintain decency in the midst of
thoroughly dehumanizing circumstances.
Both the children and adults who read
this beautifully written and illustrated
autobiography can view the outrageous
injustices and gross inhumanity through

Three award winning au th ors have
made their interesting life stories available
to their young fans. In a fascinating narrative entitled Traveler from a Small Kingdom, the winner of the 1964 Newbery
Medal Award for It's Like This Cat, Emily
Cheney Neville, describes the worl~ of
yesteryear in which she and her sister
Mary grew up. In 1970 Isaac Bas~evis
Singer was the recipient of the Na~1onal
Book Award for Literature for Children
for his autobiography entitled A Day of
Pleasure; Stories of a Boy Growing Up in
Warsaw. Mr. Singer is well known for
his adult novels and for his adaptations of
Russian.and Polish Jewish folk tales which
are read by children. Noteworthy examples of these folktales are Zlateh the Goat
and Other Stories, The Fearsome Inn,
Maze! and Shlimazel or the Milk of a
Lioness and Joseph and Koza, or the
Sacrifice to the Vistula. A recipient of
the Hans Anderson in 1968 for the total
body of his literature for children, James
Krus, well known most recently for his
narrative My Great Grandfather and I
tells about his childhood by way of the
letters and drawings in Letters to Pauline,
Representatives of Minority People. The
ever present drive to improve human
relations and to erase prejudice and
bigotry against minority people is obvious
in the subjects chosen for juvenile biographies. Individuals from minority racial,
religious and ethnic groups have been
chosen to demonstrate to young readers,
be they of the same or a different cultural group than the subject of the biography, that their accomplishments, personalities and values are well worth emulating. Their life stories are intended to
demonstrate what it is like to live a particular minority experience (the Black
experience, the Chicano experience, the
Jewish experience, etc.) They are intended
to demonstrate the differences as well as
the likenesses of people. Among the
biographies about minority people are
those about people who are accomplished
artists, entertainers, political leaders,
sports figures, and scientists. Many of
these biographies are parts of series.
Some of these series consist of biographical sketches rather than detailed, comprehensive biographies. Oftentimes, they
are written in the style and offer the
amount of content characterized as "high
interest, low readibility" type material,
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Takashima's eyes. A Child in Prison
Camp is gently told and suggests no
bitterness but it is a story the readers
will think about long after they have
closed the cover to this book.

Feelings, Tom. Black Pilgrimage. Illustrated by
Tom Feelings. Lothrop, Lee and Shepard Co.,
1972 (9-16 years)
Haskins, James S. Pete: A Biography. Doubleday, 1976. (12-16 years) (10-16 years)
Hovey, Tamara. A Mind of Her Own; A Life of
the Writer George Sand. Harper & Row, 1977.
(12-18 years).
Jackson, Jesse. Make A Joyful Noise Unto The
Lord! Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 1974 (11-16
years)
Jones, Hettie. Big Star Fallin' Mama; Five
Women in Black Music. Viking Press, 1974.
(11-16 years)

CONCLUSION

Biographies offer young readers a great
opportunity to meet people - interesting
and accomplished people, weak and strong
people, those who lived in the past as
well as those who are very much alive in
today's world. Biographies will provide
the kind of reading that offers young
readers truly personal and satisfying literary experiences. Biographies offer some
excellent fare for critical thinking as well
as a source for new information about a
topic of special interest. Biographies can
be used to make living and learning in
school a broadening experience!
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